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To ALL 985 registered atlassers, who have logged
data in >2,500 squares, summing to >31,000 hours
& >28,000 point counts…
THANK YOU!

Diving into our Final Year…
Where has the time gone? Already, we have
completed four years and are soon to enter our
fifth and final year of data collection! For the
summer of 2014, we are asking everybody to pitch
in and get the job done!
On the atlas home page (www.birdatlas.mb.ca)
click the map icon on the left (image below)

and then select either the total hours or the point
count maps from the left pull-down menu (image
below) to see where we need you most!

We know that many people want to finish their
chosen squares, which is excellent; HOWEVER,
if you have a chance to
venture into the areas most
Expect the
in need of coverage, please
unexpected!
get in touch with your
regional coordinator or the
atlas office. If you can point
count, or have finished
your squares, please
consider helping
out with priority
squares!

This Rock Wren “in the middle of nowhere” by
Peter Taylor is an example of the many
surprises of atlassing.

We have one more year to get it done. After that
comes all the fun and hard work of analysis, mapping
and writing. It will likely take us at least two years of
hard work before the final product is produced but the
results will be amazing!
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The Big Push
Once again, we are gearing up for a series of
remote expeditions next summer and, once
again, we are asking for your help in every
possible way to get the job done. We will
need boats, canoes, trailers, and a variety of
equipment, and, of course, people power, i.e.
people willing to venture into the wilderness
on atlassing expeditions! So, even if that is
not your cup of tea, if you know someone,
help us pass the word! Every little bit counts!
Luke and Gary Berg on the Poplar River.
Special thanks to Mountain Equipment
Co-op’s expedition fund for this trip!

Oh, by the way, you can watch an short video of
atlas coordinator Christian Artuso at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FasSjBSFdVI
Shaw Cable filmed this as part of their series on the
nominees for the Manitoba Eco-Network's Protect
Our Earth awards (www.mbeconetwork.org)

Our atlas received some recognition south of the border
recently with this feature in the Bird Education Network
Bulletin (www.birdeducation.org) about our First Nations
capacity-building workshops. See also the article on page 6
for more of our educational programming for youth.
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Bird Tricksters
We are delighted by the increase in atlassers who are birding by ear and
point counting (yes, we will continue with more workshops in spring). To
help you progress, this short feature discusses a few “tricksters” to pay
special attention to, either because of some aspects of their identification
or because of difficulties in applying the correct breeding evidence code.

Philadelphia Vireo (by ear)
The songs of Philadelphia
Vireo and Red-eyed Vireo are
EXTREMELY similar. With a lot of
practice you can learn to separate
them; however, Philadelphia Vireo is
not very common and so it takes a lot
of time to get practice with them. It is
therefore wisest to track down every potential
Philadelphia Vireo and confirm the ID by sight.

The 2 flycatchers on the
top left & right of this
page (photos:
C. Artuso) are
hard to separate
by voice or
sight. Do you
know who
they are… or
the bird in the oval left?
(see p 9)

Shorebird Codes

Nashville Warbler, C. Artuso

Nashville Warbler (by ear)
Nashville Warbler has a distinctive two-part
song. It is easy to learn this song; however, there
are two Nashville-imposters that can fool the
unsuspecting point-counter. Please be especially
careful in southern and northern Manitoba
(outside the regular range of Nashville Warbler)
1. Beware the Yellow-rumped Warbler
masquerading as a Nashville. Yellow-rumped
Warblers are very common and they also have a
two-part song that is similar to Nashville, with a
weaker ending. Nonetheless, sometimes, a
Yellow-rumped Warbler can deliver a song type
with an ending that is very similar to Nashville
Warbler that can fool even the most experienced.
2. Beware the Tennessee Warbler with an
abbreviated song. Tennessee Warblers usually
sing a three-part song, but every so often they
sing just two parts and, when they do, they sound
very much like a Nashville Warbler

For some species of shorebirds, their exceptional
migration patterns make atlassing quite tricky. Both
yellowlegs species are good examples, since some late
spring migrants are still moving through southern
Manitoba in early June and some early returning fall
migrants come through southern Manitoba as early as
July (possibly failed breeders or non-breeding
individuals). It is especially important to note habitat and
behaviour when deciding what code to use for
shorebirds. If in doubt , you may have to use the X code.
The photo below by Peter Taylor is a good example. It
shows two migrant Sanderlings (one in non-breeding
plumage, and one nearly in breeding plumage) near
Spence Lake (14MC51) on 11 June 2011. These birds are
not in breeding range or breeding habitat and hence,
despite the date, cannot be atlassed
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Atlassing Adventures

An Atlas Adventure in West-Central Manitoba
Photos and story by Peter Taylor
One of my best atlassing outings in 2013 was a sixday mid-June trip to the Lake Dauphin and
Waterhen regions. Leaving Pinawa half an hour after
midnight, and resting briefly at Lundar and Ashern, I
reached Silver Bay (14NB37) at 4 a.m., in time for a
calling Whip-poor-will. Frequent stops during the
dawn chorus brought some songbirds quickly to “M”
status, along with several American Bitterns, Sedge
Wrens, and Gray Catbirds. The first point count (PC)
stop, at 4:50 a.m., yielded a singing Nelson’s
Sparrow and a distant Sharp-tailed Grouse lek.
Willets at Dog Lake

Point counts went smoothly, with 12 to 18 species at
most stops. Along one road, two would-be Wild
Turkeys morphed into free-ranging peafowl –
unfortunately, not Atlas fodder! With 15 PCs done
by 7:40 a.m., there was time to move over to the
Moosehorn square (14NB48) for 10 more before the
wind became too strong. The best bird here was an
Upland Sandpiper wolf-whistling in a pasture. After
breakfast in Ashern, I headed for Ste. Rose du Lac,
where an inexpensive motel provides a great birding
base. There was time for several detours, including
an afternoon transect across previously untouched
14MB76, using roads rebuilt since the 2011 floods.

Baltimore Oriole, Caspian Tern

The next three days were a blend of PCs near
Dauphin Lake (14MB38, 45, 58) and general
atlassing in nearby squares. Highlights included a
northerly Orchard Oriole and good numbers of
Marbled Godwit, Black-billed Cuckoo, Western
Kingbird, and Bobolink. Six flying cormorants on
June 14 included a tantalising small bird that may
well have been Manitoba’s first Neotropic
Cormorant. After PCs on the last day here, I headed

north towards Waterhen, pausing to top up PC totals
in two more squares to the magic 15, one of them
producing a Red-headed Woodpecker.
After checking in at Agassiz-Waterhen River Lodge,
who kindly provided two nights’ accommodation, I
drove to Skownan First Nation, where signs indicated
permission was needed to travel on Salt Point Road.
Luckily the first person I met pointed out the home of
Chief Cameron Catcheway, who graciously gave
travel permission when I described the Atlas (don’t
leave home without a brochure!).
Waking early to the calls of two pairs of Great
Horned Owls and a Virginia Rail, I was quickly on
the road for some lively birding en route to Salt Point
(14MC43) for PCs. Some aspen-parkland songbirds,
such as Great Crested Flycatcher, Warbling Vireo, &
Baltimore Oriole, approach their northern range
limits here. Unfortunately missing were Yellow Rails,
which I had found in 2006. The long daylight hours
allowed scouting northward to the community of
Mallard and an evening trip to Meadow Portage.
The last morning was spent completing PCs in the
Waterhen square (14MC64), highlighted by a
distracting Great Gray Owl on a fence post. Bright
weather and minimal traffic made it a pleasure to
linger in two more squares en route to Highway 6 at
6
St. Martin Junction before a direct return home

Atlassing Adventures
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Common Nighthawk by Julie Yatsko

Atlassing by Canoe on the Grass River
by Angie Williams
It was an opportunity too good to pass up: birding
and canoe tripping --- two of my favourite pasttimes --- in one awesome trip. For 2 weeks, my
husband, Ken, and I would get to be field
researchers, wilderness adventurers, instead of the
middle-aged elementary school teachers that we are
the rest of the year.
So began our atlassing trip to the Grass River. We
put our canoe in at Wekusko Lake Provincial Park
on July 1 and started across the lake. By
mid-day, we were looking for our first
campsite. One cool thing about camping in
your square: you often find birds that you
wouldn‘t otherwise have found. On our first night,
we heard a Common Nighthawk calling.
Our days on the river had a fairly predictable
pattern. We rose at 4:00 a.m .to do point counts,
which took until about 10:00 a.m., due to the
logistics of paddling, navigating, finding a
decent spot to stop, and actually doing the
point counts. We would snack on granola
bars and home-made breakfast
cakes, as we became hungry.
When the point counts were
finished, we would go back and eat
proper breakfast, then have a nap. The
rest of the day was spent breaking
camp and paddling to our next
square, where we would set up
camp and get ready to do it all
again. If it was impractical to go back
to a campsite after point counts, we’d
break camp in the early morning darkness, and
prepare breakfast somewhere along the river.

a

Birding highlights... once, we were dive-bombed by
a Greater Yellowlegs; we never did see any young,
but we were pretty sure it had a baby nearby. There
was a nesting Bald Eagle in almost every square.
One was particularly memorable; the massive nest
was just behind a well-used campsite, and poor

mama Eagle, vainly believing nobody would notice
her chick unless she led them to it, circled around
and around with a fish in her talons, refusing to
deliver baby's dinner until we stopped watching. The
final portion of our trip took us through miles and
miles of open marshland where we found a
Short-eared Owl hunting at dawn. That same
morning, we heard wolves howling. (Not
birds, I know, but still noteworthy.) There
were plenty of otters in the “Grass”, as
well.
One was vocally irate when we parked
our canoe in his little canal to do a
point count.
Atlassing by canoe has its challenges.
The river doesn't respect the 10-km
grid pattern at all; you simply
cannot carry all the stuff
you'd take if you were in
a car (extra field guides,
spotting scope, rubber boots)
and there's no Tim Horton's. Other
canoeists caught up to us, and
passed us, covering twice the
distance in half the time; but I'll bet they didn't get
nearly the same "wilderness experience" that we had.
Atlassing, no matter how you travel, forces you to
slow down and notice everything. The weather, the
plants, animals, insects (yes, there were lots),
wildflowers and butterflies, and of course the birds!
For me, that's what it's all about: monitoring the
birds in order to better understand and maintain the
entire ecosystem.
Thank you to Bonnie Chartier and the gang from the
Atlas, and to David Raitt for loaning us your seaworthy craft and shuttling us back to our car
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From The Field
Birds for the Next Generation
by Marika Olynyk
Photos by Heather Graham
Note: Marika Olynyk was a Science Horizons intern
with the Atlas and a field technician with our Goldenwinged Warbler research. She has conducted
children’s birding workshops for the Atlas. She is now
a masters student at the University of Manitoba.

An ongoing challenge for the Manitoba Breeding
Bird Atlas and other citizen science programs is
attracting and involving young participants. It is
extremely important to get kids outside and
interacting with the natural world, both for their
own development and to encourage the next
generation of birders, conservationists, and general
nature enthusiasts. In order to educate kids and get
them excited about birds, I have conducted MBBA
workshops for kids over the past several months.
The participants had a chance to explore birds,
learn new skills, and spend time in the field. These
workshops have taken place with classrooms and
with after-school programs, and nearly 100 kids in
Winnipeg have participated. Depending on the
ages, activities ranged from making feeders,
learning about migration, using GPS units, and
practicing identification skills.
Thanks to funding through the TD Friends of the
Environment Foundation, I was able to visit and work
with classrooms and programs and to take field trips to
view birds. The Atlas was also able to donate
equipment and materials to enable teachers and
programmers to continue to develop skills and build on
the knowledge learned in the workshops.
This has been an exciting initiative and especially
rewarding. One participant actually said that our
outdoor bird viewing was “the best day ever!” The kids
were full of questions and extremely enthusiastic to
share their own birding knowledge and I was a bit
surprised to see how much the kids know about
Manitoba’s birds. Hopefully, we are able to continue
cultivating the energy and interest of our young
participants, and continue to involve them in a variety
of birding and nature activities

Photo Crop
1.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Northern Flicker nestling (NY), by Skip Shand
Common Merganser female and downy young (FY), by Irving Collins
Male Bobolink singing (S) at Shoal Lakes on June 22, 2013 by Donna Martin
Black Tern (H) at Shoal Lakes on June 22, 2013, by Donna Martin
Sandhill Crane distraction display (DD), by Peter Taylor. The distraction
display usually involves crouching and partly opening and lowering both
wings (as if wings broken), even dragging the wing tips along the ground,
accompanied by loud vocalisations (sometimes both members of the pair do
this). If you see this behaviour, vacate the area as quickly as possible (even
though there are young near by or a nest, you already have confirmed
breeding with the DD code and your presence is stressing the birds).

2.

3.

5.

4.

3.

4.
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Photo Crop

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A pair of Wood Ducks in Winnipeg, by Josiah Van Egmond
Sora (H) in 14NB97, by Joanne Smith
Golden-winged Warbler (S) in the Interlake (14NB88), by Joanne Smith
Vesper Sparrow carrying food (CF) in 14LV88 on July 23, 2013, by Katharine Schultz
Female American Redstart in 14PA49 (H), by Charlie McPherson
Horned Grebe (H) on May 26, 2013 in Lonesand area, by Julie Yatsko

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Useful Information
Remember: We want this newsletter to be a voice for all involved. Please
send us your photos, your stories, your questions, and your feedback!

The Baillie Fund
If you have travelled to a
remote area of the
province to atlas, we can
cover some of your
expenses to a maximum
of $500 through the
Baillie Fund. For
example, if you travel
more than 300 km from
home, gas mileage is
reimbursed at $0.20 / km)
Click on the following
icon on the atlas website
home page for details:

ATLAS STATS (as of December 12, 2013)
Registered Atlassers:
985
General Atlassing:
31,065 hours in 2,546 squares
Point Counts:
28,346 point counts in 1,745 squares
# Species:
293 = 264 confirmed, 16 probable, 13 possible
(plus 3 hybrids)

Data Entry
Note that early in the New Year – as we approach the period when early nesters like
Great Horned Owls and Gray Jays begin nesting, data entry will be closed for 2013.
Please make sure you have all your 2013 data entry entered in as soon as possible!

Red-headed Woodpecker
by Julie Yatsko

We know this means making an extra
effort to record location detail with
precision but we greatly appreciate it. These
data are extremely valuable for conservation!

CONTACT INFORMATION
Christian Artuso (Atlas Coordinator),
Bonnie Chartier (Assistant Coordinator)
Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas
24-200 Saulteaux Cr, Winnipeg, MB R3J 3W3
Tel:
204-945-6816 or 204-945-7758
Toll-free: 1-800-214-6497
Fax: 204-945-3077
Email: cartuso@birdscanada.org or mbatlas@bsc-eoc.org

Happy atlassers: Richard Staniforth (left)
and Rudolf Koes (right) with Dusty Budd
from Budd’s Gunisao Lake Lodge.

Quiz Answers:

www.birdatlas.mb.ca/speciesatrisk/master.htm

We appreciate a call in
advance for pre-approval
for a Baillie grant. This
avoids disappointment! If
you don’t qualify for the
Baillie Fund, please keep
any appropriate receipts
ask us for a tax receipt to
help defray your costs.

(From page 3)

Please remember to provide coordinates,
using either a GPS or the web-based map
tools or at least by sending us a precise
written description of any SAR you
find. See our special Manitoba SAR
guide by clicking on the image of a
Red-headed Woodpecker on the
top right of the atlas page or at:

1. (top left) Least Flycatcher
2. (top right) Yellow-bellied Flycatcher
3. (oval)
Philadelphia Vireo

Remember your SAR (Species At Risk)!

THANK YOU to ALL Atlassers, Funders & Supporters

Especially, thank you to... YOU!

